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Literary Criticism: All About an Author

Introduction

The purpose of this learning package is to help the instructoi',
prepare students to complete his course assignment. There are many

ways to approach literary research. The scope of activities for
this learning package has been limited to literature searches for
information about an author and his work. Students will be prepared
to find biographical information about an author, historical
background on the period when the aahor lived or the time period
he wrote about, and literary criticism About the author's work.
The-scope of instruction is limited to prose. The learning package
does not provide for a thematic or stylistic approach to literature
researth although this type of information should be found whil
doing research using an author approach.

The learning package is divided into two episodes. Episode I

introduces students to the different forms of literature. Episode II

teaches students haw to find and use these sources. A summary and

list of Objectives is provided for each episode. A materials list
includes all transparencies and hand-outs for the session. A script
for the ConduCt of the Session is provided. In this script

parentheses ( ) are used to denote suggested instructor commentary
to accompany the transparencies. You may choose to follow the script

as it is or inprovise Using the summary, list of Objectives and

transparencies. In either case, read the Conduct of the Session
script first as a guide for your activities.

Episode I is designed to be taught first. Episode II is

divided into three sections: using the card catalog to find books,

'using indexes, and using reference books. These sections are

designed so that you can teach them in any order and emphasize
skills in areas you consider especially important. Examples for
naterials in the learning package have been selected to appeal to.

a wide range of students and instructors. If you Would like to
emphasize work by'Ohe author or the use of a specific index, the

library instruction services faculty will provide transparencies and

instructional guides for this purpose. Please allow two weeks for

production of.these raterials. For requests or questions about
this learning package, 'call a member of the library instruction
services faculty at Extension 3114.

The role of the instructor in the use of this learning
package is crucial to its success. While a librarian can teach

students how to use literature sources for research, he can not
generate the same enthusiasm for their use as can the literature

instructor. The instructor has had extensive first hand
experience using rany of the sources cited. More irportantly,
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he knows exactly what he wants his students to learn and the
depth and breadth of research he expects. -

This learning package cal be presented ih one class session.
The goal of this session shotAd be to make students aware of
information sources for 11t4sture research. Most students
will need many hours of praco4ce using these sources to develop
effective searching skills.
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Literary Criticism: AU About an Author

Purpose:

Structure:

To learn to use published sources to find
biographical, historical, and critical information
about an author and his work.

EPISODE I: CHOICE OF MATERIALS. Discusses the different
forms of material which can be used for bibliographic

searching. Presents examples of appropriate times

to use each form. EMphasizes flexibility in

search strategy.

EPISODE II: ACCESS TO MATERIALS. Discusses how to find books,

reference books, and indexes.

How to Find Books. Discusses search strategy for

locating books about an author's life or work.

Instructs students in the use of Baruch's card

catalog for this purpose. Explains how this approadh

can be used in other libraries with different kinds

of catalogs.

Hag to Find and Use Indexes. Discusses the function

of indexes as location tools, resources used to

find other resources. Provides a checklist for

evaluating an index. Describes several literary

indexes. Instructs students in the use of one index,

the MIA Bibliography. Upon request detailed

instruction and transparencies can be provided for

any index the instructor chooses.

Materials:

This learning package includes transparencies for use with

the instructional script. Copies of these transparencies can

be produced and Collated for distributiOn to students in a student

materials packet.

I. Transparencies.

A.

B.

C.
D.

E.

F.

Transparency 1
Transparency 2
Transperency 3
Transparency 4
Transparency 5

Transparency 6

- Information Searching Procedure Chart

- Forms of Literature
- Search Log Form
- Catalog Filing Rules: Books by an Author

- Catalog Filing Rules: Books about an

Author's Work
- Catalog Filing Rules: An Author as a Subject



G. Transparency 7 - MIA Bibliography

H. Transparency 8 - Bibliography - Citations

I. Transparency 9 - Checklist of Questions to Answer

about Indexes

II. Lists

4A. Reference Scurces for Literary Research

B. Baruch College Library: A Self-Guided Tour

C. Literathre Exercise
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I. Summary of Episode T. Choice of Materials.

A. Objective. To introduce literature students to the
different foors of printed source materials which can
be used to find information About an author and his work.

At the end of this episode students will be able to:

--Identify specific forms of source material.
--Describe reasons for a search strategy, an orderly
procedure for collecting information.

--Explain why specific forms of,:material may be best for
specific search questions.

B. Episode Activities:

The instructor will review the student literature assignment.
This assignment will provide the context for all activities.
Students will be given a copy of the Information Searching
Procedure chart. They will use the chart to describe the
function of different forms of literary source raterials.
They will also receive a list whiCh defines Forms of

Literature. They will use a Search Log Form and a List of
Reference Sources for Literary Research to discvss methods they
can use to find information about an author and hisioork.

II. summary of Episode II. Access to Materials.

A. Objective. To make students aware of the skills required to
locate books, reference books, and indexes to find information

about an author and his work.

At the end of this episode.students will be Able to:

-,-,Use the card catalog at Baruch College Library to locate

books About an author and his work.
--Ask questions to locate books in any library catalog.

--Suggest possible subject headings for his topic.

--Describe the purpose of an index.
--Evaluate the NIA Bibliography, one literary index.

--Identify' indexes for biographical information about and

literary criticism of authors and their work.
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--Describe several forms of literary reference books.
--Suggest uses for specific forms of reference books.

--Select one reference book to begin an information search.

--Explain how one other reference book could be used to
begin the same information search.

B. Eioisode Activities:

The instructor will exploin the need to use a card catalog

to locate books by and about an author and hismork in the

Baruch C011ege Library card catalog. Using transparecies

he will explain the filing rules for locating books wr:tten

by an author, critiques of an author's work, biographies

about an author, and whole books concerned with the subject

approadh to the bibLiography, criticism or style of one r-

author. It is not expected that students will remember all

the catalo4ing rules. Rather, the purpose of this section is

to give them the background to begin to use the card catalog

and to ask reference questions.

For some students specialized literatur indexes art a more

effective way to begin research then the card catalog. The

instructor will explain the purpose of.indexes. He will

use transparencies to provide instruction in the use of one

index, the MIA Bibliography. He :Tay also use a transparency

with a Checklist of Questions to Answer about Indexes to

evaluate the MLA Bibliography and to give students the

background to analyze other literary indexes.
0

By the end of this session, the instructor will ask students

to use the list of Reference Sources for Literary Research

to select specific reference books to begin their assignments.

He will structure this discussion of reference sources to

review the different forms of literature and the methods

students can use to find them. The Learning Package includes

suggested questions for this purpose.

411, c



Conduct of The Session

Episode I: Choice of Materials.

1. Describe your student.assignment. Using this assignment as the
context for learning, explain that the purpose of this session
is to nake students aware of the many kinds of sourcet they can
use to find information about an author and his work. Ntte that
while specific examples of resources on lists to be distributed
refer to materials in the Baruch.College Library, they can be used
as a reference point to locate the same or similar materials in
other libraries.

2. Hand out collated packet of student materials.

3. Transperency 1 - Information Searching Procedure Chart.
(Many kinds of sources can be consulted for information. This

chart indicates the steps you can take before consulting sources.
The chart describes two kinds of sources: access tools ur seoondary

sources and primary sources.)

a. (Looking at the chart who can explain what an access tool is?)
A source used to locate other sources or works on a subject.

b. (Would it be best to begin your search with an acces6 tool or one
of the sources on the right hand side of the chart? Why?)

Establish that access tools are used to locate information. The

other sources contain information.

4% Transparency 2 - Forms of Idterature.
The Forms of Literature list describel; the sources on the right

hand side of the Information Search Pmcedures Chart. (Take a moment

to read this list).

a. (4hat form of literature might you use to begin the information

search for your assignment? Why?) Have students explain how

they might use either access tools or other sources to find

information About an author or his work. Do not emphasize the

card catalog at this point since it will be discussed later. If

necessary explain when to use specific kinds of sources. The
following list of suggestions for use of specific sources is

included as a gLide for the instxiletor:

- -A biographical dictionary to find out an author's birthdate or

birthplace.
--An encyclopedia for more detailed biographical material about

an author.
--A handbook.for brief criticism of a character in a novel.

- -An anthology of criticism for several excerpts of criticism

about the same author or work.



--A bibliography to find periodical articles dr books about

one author.
--A checklist for many references to criticism about a novel or

short story.
--An index for references to current periodical articles about

a specific work.
--A periodical to read an in depth critical article about an

author.

b. EXplain that an information saarch may begin with either an

access tool or another source. Emphasize that there is no one

right wayato search for literary information. The important point

is for students to know what they are looking for and to plan

a search strategy to find appropriate information.

5. Return to Transparency 1 - Information Searching Procedure.

EXplain search procedure by following the left hand side of the

chart:

a. (At what point.in a search would you use access tools? Why?)

b. (When would you use other sources?). There are no right or

wrong answers to these questions. For example, a student

might use an index when he first consults sources. Be night

want to read more in anthologies of criticism to redefine

his problem.

6. Transparency 3 - Search Log Form. Explain the sections of the form.

a. Ask students to use this form to plan their search for

information for their literature assignment.

b. (Take a accent to plan your search. Who can explain the

steps he might take to find information for this assignment?)

Episode II: Access to Materials.

1. (Many students like to begin an information search with a book.

Why might you want to begin a search with a book about an author or

his work?) A book has a lot of information in one place. A book may

include a bibliography with useful information. A book can be

taken out of the library and read at home.

2. (To find books in moist libraries we must use a catalog. The Baruch

College Library has a card catalog. Other libraries nay have

different kinds of catalogs. The New York Public Library has a book

catalog. We'll spend same time describing the arrangement of the

Baruch College Library catalog since most of you will be using it.)

3. Catalog Filing Rules. 'catalog cards about an author and his work

are filed according to the following rules:



Transparency 4 - Catalog Filing Rules: Books by an Author.

CA11 bookS by the same author are grouped together. They

are arranged alphabetically by title.Y

b. Transparency 5 - Catalog Filing Rules: Books hbout an

Author's.Work.
(Critiques of a particular book title are filed inuediately

behind that title.) (Cards with critiques of the author's

work as a whole follow the cards.for ail the works by an author.

The cards are filed alphabeticalliby the critic's last name.)

c. Transparency 6 - Catalog Filing Rules: An Author as a SUbject.

(When an author's name as a,sUbject heading-is sub-divided,

cards are arranged alphabetically by sub-div4sions. This

is a good approach to use to find a biography about an author.

Look under the author's.name, the subdivision, biography, and

'you will find cards for all the biographies of the author.)

d. (In the lobruch College Library catalog, when an author is the

subject of a book, his name appears in red letters or black

capital letters.)

e . (Although the most direct approach to finding books about an

author is to look under his name in the catalog, other

approaches are possible. When thc number of books by and

about an author is small or when you want to find more

criticism about an author than you found using his name as a

sUbject heading, try cards with subject headings beginning

wdth a nationality, century and subject approach to literature.

For example, American Literature-TWentieth Century - History

and Criticism. Ask a librarian to suggest other.possible

subject headings.)

4. (The card catalog is an index to all the books in the Barlch College

Library. There are more specialized indexes. These indexes

consist of multiple book volumes. They may index books, book

reviews, essays, articles in periodicals or jOurnals or doctoral

dissertations. The advantage of literature indexes is that they list

in one place references to reviews of particular works which appeared

over a long time. Some indexes are published monthly, others

quarterly, semi-annually, or annually. It is important to check the

date of an index. If you need book reviews for a 1979 bock, you

should use a 1980 or 198,. index as well as the 1979 volume.)

a. Transparency 7 - MLA,Bibliograoty
(Looking at the list of Reference Sources for Literary
Researdh, you will see a list of literary indexes.

One of the most useful indexes is the NEA Bibliogranhy.

This annual index provides, in one volume, references to literary

criticism produced in book, periodical, essay and dissertation

form during one year.)

ii-



b. (This index is not arranged in alphabetical order. Instead,
criticism is listed by the national literature to which the
author contributes, the century in which he wrtrte, and his
name. Thus, American Literature-TWentieth Century - Bemingway
is one entry.) Point out this subject heading on Transparency 7.
If students ask how to find the author's nationality or century
suggest appropriate sources such as handbooks, biographical
dictionaries, or the primary source, the author's book title page
or introduction.

c. Transparency 8 - MLA Bibliograaa - Citations
(Citations to different forms of literature have different
formats in the MLA Bibliograpla.) Point out appropriate
citations on Transparency 8.

2. 'Periodicals are identified by vOlume numbers.
2. BoOks axe identified by imprints, places of publication and

publishers.
3. Dissertitions are identified by the letters DAI.

4. Essays are listed in the "Festschriften" Section. To
locate an essay, turn to the "Festschriften" sectionand
look up the essay's "F" number. For exanple, F120a.

5. Transparency 9 - Checklist of Questions to Answer about Indexes

a. (While you can use the MLA BibliographY, other indexes on'the
list of Reference Sources for Literary Research may also be
useful to you. Each index is unique. It is difficult to
describe one method for searching all indexes. It is helpful,

however, to examine each new index you decide to use before you

attempt its use. This is a checklist of questions you should
ask about each index you use. Not all questions apply to all

sources.)

b. (Get's apply same of these questions to the MLA Bibliography.)

Refer students to their copies of the MLA Bibliography -

Citations. BOrrow one volume of the MLA Bibliography frail the

library for this exercise.

6. (At the beginning of this seonion we talked about the many

different forms of literature. The list of,Reference Soamef4for
Literary Research includes specific examples of many forms of

literature. Take a moment to look through it.)

a. (Who can describe one reference book which might .be useful

for his.literature assignment?) Try to elicit enough student

answers to describe and discuss a number of specific reference

works. Describe specific reference sources which have been ,

especially useful to you in writing your dissertation, preparing

a lecture or researching a paper.
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b. The following questions may be used to encourage student

discussion of books: Otio can choose one reference book,

to begin'a literature search? Is there another book yoti

might use to find the same or similar information?) Try
to encourage students to use different approaches to

finding information. Etphasize the variety of reference

materials available.

7. Location of Reference Materials in the Baruch College Library.

The packet of student materials includes a Location List for

Baruch College Library. Tell students about this list.
Encourage them to ask the reference lirarians for help in

finding information sources.

8. A Literary Research Diercise is provided as an optional student

assignment. However, the best evidence that students have
learned to use literary research sources is the quality of the

research they do for their class assignment. Students should be

encouraged to use the Search Log FOrm and to submit it with their

class assignment.
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Forms of Literature

Books

The most familiar form of literature is the book. A single volume or
book is known as a monograph.

Reference Books

Bore books are considered reference books because they are designed by
their arrangement and treatment to be consulted for specific information
rather then.to be read consecutively.

.Encyclopedias, Handbooks, and Dictionaries are reference books. Same
of these books give.short, factual biographies of authors and brief
descriptions of their work. Cthers include critical and evaluative
material. They are usually consulted for concise, factual information.
They are.often a good place to begin an information search.

Anthologies of Criticism contain collections of critics' views. They
provide criticisms of an author's work.

Bibliographies are lists of publications (books, articles, dissertations,
essays) selected and organized around a particular theme. These lists
ray be limited by type of literature, author, place, or date of pUblication,
subject, or other categories. They ray be comprehensive or selective
of only the best, most relevant literature.

Dissertations or Theses are research papers written in partial fulfillment
of an advanced degree. These academic papers compiled by one researcher
are often valuable for research in the same subject field.

Checklists or Indexes to Criticism provide, in one place, references to
reviews of a specific work. These checklists usually cover a long
period of time, for example, twenty five years.- It is important to
check the publication date of a checklist. A book published in 1978
will not appear in a checklist published in 1965. Checklists tell you
where to find criticism in books and periodicals; they do not contain
criticism About specific works..

Periodicals include ragazines and journals such as the Explicator,
Studies kn Short Fiction and College English. A periodical is a
pUblication issued at regular time intervals and generally intended to
be continued indefinitely.

Indexes provide in one place references to reviews of a particular
work or a specific author's work. Indexes are often in multiple volumes
and cover longer periods of time than most checklists. They are used
to locate bibliographic.information in journal articles, books, essays,
and dissertations. All indexes are not the same in structure. Indexes
may provide for subject, author, title, time period or other types of
access. Instructions on how to use an index usually appear in the
first pages of the index.



Search Log Form

1. Write a one sentence topic statement

2. List sources for background reading.

3. Use the card catalog. Find books.

4. Use indexes. Find Articles and Essays.

Indexes:

Articles:

Note: You may do three or four first.



Books by an Author
Catalog Filing Rules

.C3rds 1c:r bc.o4.s by

eirrged

:22rry by title

fv3
143736
5t,

Hemingway, 'Ernest, 1899-1961
For whom the bell tolls.

New York, Scribner, 1940.

1. Spain-History-Civil War, 1936-
1939-Fiction I. Title.

Hemingway, Ernest, 1899-1961
The sun also rises.

New York, Scribner,1961.

I. Title.



NOVEL

CRITIQUE

Books About an Author's Work
6atalog Filing Rules

PZ Hemingway, Ernest 1899-1961
3 The sn6ws of Kilimanjaro .NewH 573i,

n York, Modern Library, 1961.

P5
351.5
E37
ZttrD

I. Title.

HEMINGWAY, ERNEST. 1899-1961.
THE SNOWS OF KILIMANJARO

Howell, John.
Hemingway's African stories:

a critique. New York, Scribner, 1969

1. Hemingway, Ernest, 1899-1961. The
Snows of Kilimanjaro

-Cards f o r critiques of a work are found directly behind that work.



'.cer... ar .::'ILIthor

is

c.Lrls

are rearranced

aliaiicany by

sut-dMsio-ls.

An Author as a Subject
Catalog Filing Rules

HEMINGWAY, ERNEST 1899-1961
REF BIBLIOGRAPHY
2344
'445,

Hannemarfn, Andre.
Ernest Hemingway, e. comprehensive

bibliography.

HEMINGWAY, ERNEST, 1899-1961
BIOGRAPHY

PS
5515

In Hemingway, Gregory.
Papa; a personal memoir.

HEMINGWAY, ERNEST, 1899-1961
Ps STYLE
5515
E.37
ZM7 Grebstein, Sheldon.

Hemingway's craft.



The MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY
locates criticism published in the following forms:

--Books (monographs)

-Essay's in a book
-Articles in a periodical

To find_criticism about an author look under:

nanal kleratfe caritury

American Literature -Twentleth Century Hemingway

personal name



MLA BIBLIOGRAPHY Citations

10424.periodical article 104
241Te unissen,John J. "For Whom The Bell Tolls:

Mythi Narrative" /DR 56:52-69.

Periodical Title\
Pages

Title of Article
Author

Volume

10426. book 10426. Unfried, Sarah P. Man's Place in the Natural
(monographs) Order: A Stud of Hemingway's ajor Works. New York:

Gordon 1

lAUthor Title Place

10427. essay
in a book of essays

Publisher

10427. Vaidyanathan, T.G. "The Nick Adams Stories
and The My h of Imitation: [F120a3 203-18 \

Title

Pages
Author of Essay

Book is itom 120a in tho Festschriften section in the front of the .voluthe



Checklist of aueStions to Answer about Indexes and Abstracts

1. What specific subject areas are covered?

2. Does the index or abstract include instructions for using it?
If so, where?

3. Is there a list of the specific primary sources indexed or
abstracted? If so, where?

4. Is there a list of abbreviations used? Where?

5. Is there a list or thesaurus of the specific terms (subject
headings or key words) used by the index or abstract? Where?

6. How often is the index or abstract issued?

7. Are there cumulations? How often?

8. If an index, how are the citations entered? By author? Title?
Subject? Other?

9. If an Abstracting journal, how are the abstracts arranged? In a
classified order? Alphabetical order? By accession nuMber?
Other?

10. If an abstracting journal, what type of indexes are included, if
any? Author? ;Title? Subject? Geographic? Corporate? Other?

11. What types of material are indexed or abstracted? journals, books,
government publications, proceedings, other?

12. What is the language of the material covered? English only?
Foreign languages?

13. Is the material covered technical and research oriented or
popular? Or both?

14. Are there any other special or unique features?



Reference Sources for Literature Research

BIBLIOGRAPHIES - ENGLISH LITERATURE

REF The New Cambridge Bibliography of English Literature 5 Vol. 1972

22011 Each period,and genre is treated. (e.g. Prose of

N45 19th century: I General Works II Kinds of Prose

(Historica4 Religious, etc.) III Individual authors) .-

Covers English literature to 1950.

REF Bateson, F.W. A Guide to English Literature . 1968

22011 Intended for the serious student of British literature,

.B32 this is a reading list in essay form arranged chronologically

1966 according to periods.

RET Te:Tle, Ruth. T.entieth Century British Literature. 1966

220,13.3 Sections: Genre Bibliographies, General Eistcries,

.T4 Special Studies, Autobiographies, Collections of Essays,

Critici&7, Index to individual authors treated.

EIBLIOGT-APHIES - AMERICAN LIIERATORE

REF .7ores, Hoard :.:ucford. Guide to Anl.erioan Literature.

21225 backorcane's since 1890. 1964
.745 A selective bibliography and outline of American

1964 Literature since 1890; presents wor;ts reflecting the

irtellectuEl, scciolcgical and' political backgrounds cf

American literary history; includes readin9 lists on

various as:ects and schools in American Literature sinoe 1690.

REF Spiller. Literary Fistorv of the U.S. Bibliocraohv. 1963

P566 This is volume 2 of the Literary Histerv cf. the U.S.

.L522 Classifies literature by author, pericd and literary type;

describes an:73 evaluates. Especially helpful.

Leary, Lewis. Articles on American Literature.
3 vols. covering years 190C,-1950; 1950-1967; 196S-1975.

Ra-7a HISTORIES

REF (a) The O.%mbrijge History of English Literature 1927-1970 15 Vol.

PR63 Eri;hasizes movements in English literature,

.C2
influence of foreign literature on English literature;

includes bibliographies.

2



REF (b) Michas., David. A criti -4.11.111tscuALIMOIALgttEttalt.

PR83.D29 1970 2 V01.

1970 'Indludes Irigh.and-Soottith 11t4sture. Chapters

.0111 genre-(18th Century prose); schools ("Romanticism")

and periods ("The Augustan Age").

REF (c) The CaMbridge History of American Literature 1917-1921

P588.C3 4 VOI. .

138 .
Treats ordinary literary forms and sUbjects,

standard writers as well as many sUbjects not cover-4d in

customary.histories: accounts of early explorers,

colonial newspapers, children's literature; oral literature,

Bibliographies.

REF (d) Spiller. Literary-History of the U.S.

PS85
.L522 Presents a survey from colonial times to present

day in a series of chapters. Volume II, discassed in

the above section is a bibliography

DICTIONARIES, ENCYCLOPEDIAS AND HANDBOOKS -- WORLD LITERATURE

*REF Benet, William Rose. The Rea3ers Encyciccedia 1965 1 Vbl.

PN41 Brief articles on writers of all nations, rcverents,

schools, allusions, literary expressions, forms. New

1965 -raterial on Otiental, Russian, Latin American Literature.

(see apper)dix for sample entry),.

REF Cassell:s Encyclopedia of Literature 1973 3 Vol.

PN41 .
Histories of literatures of the world, and general

.C3 literary suhjects; brief biographies of writers.

REF Cc/umbia Dictionary of Modern European Literature 1980 1 Vol.

PN771 .
Biographical sicetches with critical moment; survey

.C575 articles with bibliographies of 31 literatures of the continent.

Excliades American writers.

REF Encyclonedia of Wbrld Literature in the 20th Century 1967

PN774, 4 Vbl.

.L433 Entries for individual writers, literary movenents, genres,

survey articles on national literatures. German orientation;

same surprising omissions of English writers.

REF Thra 1 1 Will iam F. A andbook to Li terature 1960 1 VO1 .

PN41 Explanation of terms, concepts, schools and movements.

,T5

1960

REF Magill, Frank. Cyclopedia of Literary Characters.

PN44 Arranged by title of work; gives the characters of eadh

.M32 book with brief description of eadh. Ranges from Ancient

Greeks to 20th Century.



REF
PA31

.F4

DICTIONARIES ENCYCLOPEDIAS AND HANDFMKS C1ASSICAL LI7ERATURE

Feder, Lillian. Crowell's Handbook of Classical Literature'

1964 1 vol.
Piovides summaries, defini-lons, factual raterial on

authors, myths, places'and critical commentaries for
Creek and Raman literature.

DICTICNARIES ENCY=OREDIAS AND HANDkOkS -- AMERICAN LIIpATURE

REF Hart, James D. The Cxford Coanicn to American Literature

PR19 1965 1 Vol.

..H3 Treats writers And works and major nOn-literaxy aspects

1967 of the American rind (e.g. Western expansicp) as reflected in

End influenoed by American literature..,Appsndix lists

literary end social history side by sioe in chronological order.

REF
PS21
R.4

REF
PRE3
.M73

REF
PP.473

1.

Readers' ncvolooedia of American Literature 1962 1 Vol,
Comprehensive dictionary cf American aut,:rs, critics,

literary mcvements, synopses cf books, characters. Not so

scholarly as the Oxford CaTaniOn bit more inclusive.

ANTHOLOGIES OF CRIT:CIS

Moulton, C.W. Lthrarv cf Iiterarv Criticism of ETolish and

Ararican Authort 19317C5 6 Vol.
A oxTilation of quoted criticism of English and American

authors fror 1680-1904. For each author there is gp.,:en brief

biograpcal data anj selected quctations from criticisms of

his work grouped as 1) personal 2) individual 3) general.

Te7ple, Ruth. A Library cf Ldterary Criticism: Modern British

Ljterature 1969 3 Vol.
A squel to Moulton's, fcilowing the same hasic pattern;

includes Irish, Welsh and Scottish writers, generally of the

20th century.

REF Carley, Dorothy. A Library of Literary CriticisM:

PS221 ADtrican Literature 1969 3 Vol.

.C8 A sequel to Moulton's; focuses on 300 authors

1969 centary; including sa-.-e rystery writers, essayists

of black hamar.

Modern

of the 20th
and novelists

REF The Exolicator Encyclopedia 1966 3 vols.

PP401 Prose contains explanations of specific passages in no/els

.E9 and short stories.

REF
PN771
C59

EXcerpts of articles appearing in the Explicator ragazine.

Usually entries emphasize one aspect of a poem or essay; such

as the use of an irage and explain the why and what of content

or style.

Contemporary Ldteratare Criticism

This set numbers 20 volumes and, is still growing. It

contains excerpts from criticism of the work of authors

prominent from.1960 on.



REF
PN771
.G27

TkLE
3C

TARTF
3C

TAELE
3C

REF
PN44
.K4

TWentieth
This

criticism
. _ .

Century Literary Critici'm
rulti-volune set contains excerpts from
of'the work cf writers f.Tiorinent between 1900-1960.

..
CHEcYLIST OF CRITICISM

Gerstenberger. The Arerican Nave1'1789-1959 2 VW.
Twentieth century critdcism of two hundred years of

American novel.

Adelman. The Contemporary Novel. 1972

Criticism of novels written since 1945.

Eearney. The Continental Novel 1966

Walker. Twentieth Century_ Shozt-i.torv Explication 1967

(see appendix for sa7ple entry-

Eichelherger. U.S. Fittion 1870-l.9l0 1974

Book_Review D:loest (Annual),

A t-,12ection of revies of published within the

r..I.Irrent year.
7m.:sf know the %41te the book was pubEshed

andl then _look in the volu7e ccve);7,g.thet date. For each

book there is a trief descriptio,, of co7.tent,a listing of the

location cf reviews with excerpth from several cf the reviews

included. Useful for popular'litprature.

(a) E=',1..Y AND Gr..=

;.n index .to collections of f't;nys utich appear as hooks.

If soreone has written a cr,l;c1s7 of Anthony .13rgess'

A C1r167work Crance in a book.P7,Utled Conte:7crary Views

of Man, you'll find it listee; here.

(b) H1NAN:TIES INDEX

This inciex covers 60 literary jo.irnals. ContErporary

criticisms of the classics o'ter, appear as articles in

these journals.

(c) Y.LA BIBL15.7,,APHY

'This annual lists criticism from approxirately 1500

periodicals as well as tockE, eissertations, conference

papers.. Covers literature fP.irt all over the woirld.

DIGESTS

Keller, Helen Rex-. The Readers' Nscst of Books 1967

Synopses of outstanding works, fiction and non-fiction

of rany cOuntries and periods.
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REF Magill, Frank. Masterplots 1968 8 Vol.

PN44 Each volume arranged alphabetically by title of work.

.M33 Indicates type of work, author, time, locale, date first

published, principal.characters;
critique, the story.

REF Magill, Fra..nk. Survey of Contemporary Literature 1971 7 Vol.

Z1219 Sumrary-reviews of 1500 books published in the U.S.

.M3 between 1954-1968.

REF
PR883
V55
1972

BIOGRAPHICAL DICTICVAREBS

2-,nte-,..riporary Novelists

A bio-bibliographic guide featuring correrts by

authors about their works.

REF Conter-Aorary Authors

22224 A bio-bibliocr..aphical guide to current authors and

.C62 their work. ,(SemiAnnual). Airis to be an up-to-date source

on authors in many fields and of many nationalities;

inoludes little known authors.

771

Hartz., Barbara. 7.\goired Conta7r,:rary Athors 1969

Revisions of 1istinc4s (rlore erihasis on quotes fror the

writers' philo.sori:hies) currently included in the contarIncraa

Athos ca.riAs.

REF Yunjtz, Stanley. Twent..ieth:Ceptua_Authors 1942 s,:pplererts.

PN771
.K86

REF Yunit2, Stanley. EUrotean Authors 1000-1900 1967

P:;451 Ctrtains 967 biographies of European authors

. 1-8
reiesenting 31 different literatures., gives biographical

and critical information on each author; includes sore

portraits.

REF
PR105
.K9

PEI=

PR451
.K8

PEF
PS21
.K8

KunitzStanley. British Authors before 1800 1952

* Biographies of authors indicated in title.

Kunitz, Stanley. British Authors of the 19th Century 1936

Biographies of authors indicated in title.

Kunitz, Stanley. American Authors, 1600-1900 1938

Biographies of authors indicated in title.
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Literature Exercise

Author Title

1. To find out the nationality and dates cf the authorcyse one

of the following sources:

Ref PN41 C3 Cassell's - Encyclopedia of Wbrld Literature

" PN41 B4 Benet's - The Readers Encyclopedia

1965
" PN41 M26 Magill's - Cyclopedia of World Authors

1958

2.

Ref PN774

(a) Circle the source used.
(b) Nationality of author dates

TO get a more detailed biography, of the author , use one

of the following:

Encyclopedia of World Literature in the 20th Century

L433

" PN771 TWentieth Century Authors

K86

" PR105 British Authors Before 1800

1(9

" PR451 British Authors of the 19th Century

K81936

" Z1224 22D3thors
C6

3.

PR 83 M73
PS 221 C8
PR 473 T4
PN. 813 C8
PN 771 C59
PN 85 C77

(a) Circle the source used.
m Name two ariaitional works by the same author.

Tb find excerpts from critiques of the author's work, use one

of the anthologies listed below:

Moulton's Library of Literary Criticism
Modern American Literature
Modern British Literature
Modern Romance Literature
Contemporary Literary Criticism
The Critical Temper

(a) Circle the source used.
(b) Find one excerpt and write source where critique originally

appeared. Use the correct bibliographic citation form.



4. For listing of critiques in books and periodicals over a

number of years, use one of the checklists of criticism

listed below. THE MOST RECENT OF THESE ARE KEPT AT THE

REFERENCE DESK. ASK FOR THE APPROPRIATE ONE.

Contemporary Novel
American Drama Criticism
American Novel

Continental Novel
EUrppean Drama Criticism
20th Century Short Story
Explication'

Write a full bibliographic citation for one critique you find .

either in book, chapter or periodical article form.

5. Use the 12',A Bibliography for any year since 1970 to find

criticism of an author's work in book, journal, essay or

dissertation form. Regember: look under National Literature-

Century - Person's name.

Volume used: page

Full bibliographic citation for ONE ITEM:

3u


